1-07-18
OFFICERS
Seneschal: One new person came to the meeting (Leslie).
Exchequer: We have $5806.30. We received $441.31 over the course of last year in
donations to fund the fighting practice site. The new check have arrived, so Melrakki can
write checks to the people who still need to be reimbursed. The checks cost $11.77 from the
bank. Sara needs to sign his doomesday report.
MoAS: Because everything that used to be in the Void is now in Alan’s garage, there is
now a portable stage that we could use. Alan suggested that it might be useful for demos,
such as the Rosenvolk festival. Johannes was there last year as a volunteer. He said it is
possible to do paid performances. Riviere Constelle goes there. Urraca suggested a stage
might be more useful if we do a Dunn Meadow demo.
Armored Marshal: Working on demi-gauntlets. David’s price was way too high, so Kristoff
will make them himself. Two new fighters are moving in. They are IU students.
Rapier: Practices have been small, due to holidays and people being sick. They had their
annual nerf gun fight.
Herald: Johannes has contacted his superiors and is awaiting a reply. He is interested in
equestrian field heraldry.
Web Minister: Sara has made most of the officer changes on the web page.
GUILDS
Bardic: No theme for the next meeting.
Dance: Could really use more men.
Musicians: They might have changed their meetings to Tuesdays at Rhiannon’s, but no
one present was sure.
C&I & Parchment: All his equipment is ready, but he hasn’t picked up more skins yet. He
is going to Meridies 40th Anniversary and hoping to pick up some skins from David Glier on
the way. The Signet continues to need people to do scrolls.
OLD BUSINESS
Yule Party: The party went well. The Redman Hall is a good site.
CAD: There is a preliminary website. They are getting classes together. People are
working on various stuff for it.
Archery Gear Storage: It is now in Urraca’s shed. Melrakki noted that some of it is in poor
shape. Fighting Practice Site: Still looking. Kristoff has been chasing leads that haven’t
panned out.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Birthday: It was Melrakki’s 29th birthday, so people sang the Birthday Dirge.
Janissary Band: Johannes noted that a group is forming to play Ottoman music at
Pennsic, which he has joined.
Respectfully submitted,
--Urraca Yriarte de Gamboa

